Get Read. Publish with Springer.

When you publish with Springer your work gets the attention it deserves. During the production process we work hard to make things easier with seamless submission, review and tracking. When your book or journal article is published, we give you unparalleled reach and visibility. Peers throughout the world will have convenient, online access to your work and the freedom to choose from multiple content types and formats.

Make sure your work is read. Publish with Springer.

The Springer Publishing Approach

The scientific publishing world is a changing place and Springer is changing with it to be a 21st-century publishing house. We strive to be the premier provider of electronic content for the research community and moreover, we strive to be your preferred publishing partner.

If you as an author:

► Are looking to bring your book publication to the attention of the widest audience as swiftly as possible
► Would like to work with the preferred publishing house of top researchers, leading scientists and renowned professionals
► Place value on receiving editorial guidance throughout the entire publishing process from highly dedicated professionals and being supported by tested and proven publishing tools
► Are interested in being part of a forward-looking, energetic and holistic publishing approach that integrates traditional publishing and advanced digital developments
► Would like a publishing partner that attends to all new state-of-the-art technical and online developments for you and your publication

then your choice is Springer.

Our commitment to creating a comprehensive electronic collection of top-quality eBooks, journal articles, reference works and subject-specific extra materials has yet to be matched in the STM publishing world. We make your book available in all feasible formats, be it as an eBook, a printed copy, a Kindle edition or a low-priced printed MyCopy for eBook licensees. This multi-faceted approach guarantees the worldwide dissemination of your work to as many readers as possible.

We are thoroughly committed to a change towards the digital age, however, we will also ensure that your publishing experience with Springer remains a personal and individual one and that our staff value your work and give it the attention it deserves.
The Springer Promise

Springer cares about quality
- You will be among top researchers publishing top-quality scientific content

Springer values and respects its authors
- You will be guided through the entire publishing process by your personal Publishing Editor at Springer and will be supported by advanced publishing systems

Springer believes in fairness
- Your remuneration will reflect a diversity of revenue streams

Springer acts in your interest
- You will benefit from our involvement in and dedication to important STM publishing discussions such as the Google Book Settlement, copyright issues, piracy prevention and much more

Detailed information about all these benefits can be found here: springer.com/authors

The Springer Advantage at a Glance

Editorial Guidance & Quality Assurance

Innovative (e)Product Development

Speedy Online Availability & Global Visibility

Efficient & State-of-the-art Turnaround of Your Work